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Officials have taken steps to cool ethnic tensions in a town in the Saratov region by banning
liquor and evacuating "radical" youngsters after a stabbing triggered days of angry protests
by locals demanding that residents from Chechnya be kicked out.

President Vladimir Putin's regional representative met with local officials and townspeople
in Pugachyov, a town of some 40,000 near the Volga River, saying no ethnic group would be
expelled en masse, but that migration officials are checking residents' paperwork. The envoy,
Mikhail Babich, assured journalists that investigators are hard at work, probing both the fatal
brawl and the rallies and threats that followed.

Tensions have been roiling since Sunday when, according to prosecutors, a 20-year-old
former paratrooper, Ruslan Marzhanov, died of stab wounds inflicted by a 16-year-old in a
fight over a girl. The suspect, an ethnic Chechen, was detained Sunday and confessed to the
killing, prosecutors added.
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In the days since Marzhanov's death, hundreds of locals have marched through town calling
for the deportation of people from Chechnya and the mostly Muslim North Caucasus region
where it is located.

Police said this week that they had prevented a vigilante attack on the town's small Chechen
community and an arson attempt at the Halal café, reportedly frequented by patrons from the
North Caucasus. Regional officials, meanwhile, called on protesters to refrain from "mob
justice."

To minimize tensions, Pugachyov's Chechens, estimated at about 100 people, evacuated
an unspecified number of youngsters believed to be "hard to control" or "radical," Babich
told RIA Novosti on Wednesday.

That afternoon, locals briefly blocked a railroad, after twice blocking a major highway earlier
this week, according to media and police reports.

Officials and Marzhanov's father pointed out Wednesday that the crime leading to this week's
tensions had nothing to do with ethnicity.

Mikhail Fedotov, head of the Kremlin's human rights council, said the murder was "an
everyday crime," using a Russian term that often refers to domestic violence
and interpersonal conflicts.

"This was not a murder motivated by interethnic hate," he said. "This is really, unfortunately,
an everyday crime."

"What mattered was not ethnicity but vodka, and the transformation of Russia into [a nation
of] alcoholics," Russian media quoted the dead man's father as saying. "If we didn't have
drinking establishments, nothing would have happened."

While it is not clear what role liquor played in the deadly brawl, which took place late Saturday
outside a café, local authorities did issue a recommendation this week asking vendors
to suspend alcohol sales in town until July 19. Earlier reports had said some of the protesters
had been drunk, and a regional trade official, Olga Putina, told RIA Novosti that the suggested
ban was linked directly to the protests, so as "not to provoke" more trouble.

So far, much of the local crowds' wrath, as well as official scrutiny, has focused on migration
and residency status, while little has been said about addressing underlying causes of tension,
such as socioeconomic problems or drastic culture clashes.

By Wednesday evening, federal migration officials in Pugachyov had discovered 18 residents
from Chechnya in violation of migration rules, including five people without residency
registration and 13 registered at fictitious addresses, Babich told RIA Novosti. Local residents,
meanwhile, called on the governor of the Saratov region, where the town is located,
to reinstate Soviet-era residency permits, or propiska, BBC's Russian service reported. It was
not immediately clear whether the murder suspect's residency documents were in order.
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